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Introduction
There's no better way to earn money than passively. Passive income
comes in all hours of the day. When you're at the beach, when you're
driving in your car and even when you're sleeping.
This ebook shares the easiest ways to make passive money with your
computer and smartphone.
I've personally used many of these methods myself and they really do
work. They are all legit and above-board.
Most of them require one-time efforts, things you do once that can earn
over and over for years to come. You can even repeat the strategies you
like best as often as you want, and grow your passive income higher and
higher over time.
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Most of it is actually fun, and you can do it whenever you have spare
time.
How much can you make?
It all depends on how many of the methods you use and how often you
use them.
Some of the methods can generate $25-100 a month. Others much more
than that. In fact, many people have used these methods to earn $1,000's
per month.
Try one or two from each section, see which ones work best for you,
then do them on a regular basis.
Your bank account will thank you!
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Sell Your Photos
Do you carry your smartphone with you most of the time? Do you enjoy
taking pictures with it?
If you answered yes to both of those questions, then you should start
turning some of your photos into cold, hard cash!
That's right, selling photos for money is no longer for professional
photographers. You can sell photos taken on your smartphone, and do it
right from the same phone!
There are plenty of companies that will give you money for your photos,
and if you take enough pictures of the right things, your income can add
up to quite a bit over time.
But here's the thing with selling your pictures.... don't let anyone tell you
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it's quick money. It takes time. That's because it's a numbers game.
You’ll need to submit a lot of your photos to the right places, but
thankfully, that is easier than ever nowadays using smartphone apps. I'll
show you exactly how.
I've tried a lot of different apps for selling photos and there are two that
stand head and shoulders above the rest.
If you want to amass a lot of photos for sale and actually make some
money selling them, add these two photo selling apps to your
smartphone today...
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Foap

Foap is my second-favorite app for selling photos. Their app is available
on both Android and iOS and the uploading process is very simple.
FOAP sells images for $10 and you as the photographer receive half of
that income every time one of your pictures sells.
You can earn money using the FOAP app in four ways:
1. Upload photos to your profile, add a caption and some keyword
tags. When someone buys them they pay up to $10 and you split
the money with Foap 50/50.
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2. Add photos of other users to your album and get $0.25 for each
one purchased.
3. Join regular Foap Missions, which usually require specific types of
photos. This can be challenging, especially for newcomers as
missions have only one winner. But the winner gets anywhere from
$100 to $500. (Your photos can also be purchased from Missions
for $10 each, and you split the earnings with Foap 50/50.)
4. Unlock and join Premium Missions using Foap coins, which you
can earn by watching Video Ads. Premium missions have multiple
winners - up to 60 winners per Mission.
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EyeEm

The EyeEm app is my favorite by far. It is also available for both
Android and iOS and of all the photo selling apps, it is the easiest to use
in my opinion.
Adding images is simply a breeze, you can do it right from your camera
roll. You can then edit the image to change effects and lighting with one
click. The app even automatically suggests keywords for you.
After adding an image, Eyeem then determines if your photo is a good
fit for their marketplace. I've found that well over half of my photos
make the cut. When they do they automatically go into their marketplace
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for sale.
Curators at EyeEm also pick the best images and add them to their
partner area, making them available on Getty Images and other places.
I've noticed that only a smaller number (about 10% for me) get selected
for the partner area.
As I mentioned, I like EyeEm better than all the other photo selling apps,
but not only because it is the easiest to use. The other reason is that there
are more selling opportunities with EyeEm. Since they sell the photos
via a partnership with Getty Images you can earn more per photo than
most other apps.
When you sell a photo through EyeEm Market, you receive 50% of the
revenue. The amount the photo sells for depends on the license that is
purchased by the buyer of the photo.
Social Licenses sell for $20 per photo.
Web Licenses sell for $50 per photo.
Full Commercial Licenses sell for $250 per photo (that's $125 for you!)
As you can see, the money can add up!
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Action Plan:
Download the FOAP and EyeEm apps to your smartphone today. Try
them both and see which one you like best.
Start by adding some of the pictures you've taken on your smartphone.
It's easy and it's fun.
Just remember, selling photos is a numbers game. Don't expect to make
a lot of money in a few days or weeks. It may even take you months
before you sell even your first photo.
But look at it this way... it's truly a fun thing to do anyway. And the more
photos you add, the more you can make over time.
If you love taking pictures, then why not add them to EyeEm or FOAP
every day. As you do, I guarantee you'll see more and more photo ops
throughout your day. Snap and profit!
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Recurring Affiliate Income
You can earn lots of income online by reviewing products and services
as an affiliate. I've found the best strategy is to focus on the ones that
pay recurring commissions.
There is always room for making money reviewing and recommending
the newest solutions and tools for small business owners. That's because
new products and services are hitting the market constantly.
I've used this method over and over to not only make fast cash but to
earn recurring commissions literally for years and years from a single
promotion.
You can earn anywhere from 10% to 50% commissions every month for
as long as your customer keeps the service.
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In fact, I've earned more than $1,000 a year from multiple different
vendors literally for 10 years now. This recurring, passive income comes
to me each month from companies like Aweber, 1ShoppingCart,
Clickbank and more.
It's not hard to do, all you need are a handful paying customers from a
variety of different programs.
It's important to remember to stick to a niche you like. There are usually
plenty of recurring income opportunities in any niche.
As far as how to get people to your best affiliate offers, there are a
handful of approaches that work best. I'll share all the best strategies and
places you can find customers, in this section...
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Youtube

Doing short, informative review videos is quite simple and can drive a
ton of traffic to your affiliate links.
In fact, I posted this embarrassingly simple review video on YouTube
over 10 years ago and it has generated thousands of dollars in
commissions over the years. That was before most affiliates were even
using YouTube.
Nowadays it's one of the top strategies that affiliate marketers use
because it's so simple and effective.
All you need is a screen recording program such as the free one I use
called screencast-o-matic.
Then start using the product or service you want to review and show
13
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people how it works, mentioning the pros and cons. It's also a good idea
to mention a few comparisons and advantages over competing products
and services. This will give you more opportunities for traffic from
people looking for competing product info.
After your video is done, you simply upload it to Youtube and start
sharing it. When uploading the video to your YouTube account, be sure
to include your affiliate links in your video description and to verbally
and visually call out the description in your video.
Most YouTubers use phrases such as “Click on the links in the
description below” to direct viewers to the right place.
You should also use YouTube annotations. Annotation are the call-toaction boxes that you can pop up at preselected times in your video.
Each box is contains a hyperlink of course, to your affiliate link.
For the best results, use both methods regularly.
Post a video or two every week for a year and you may be surprised at
just how much your passive income can grow.
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Quora

Quora is a great place to get people to your best residual income earning
affiliate links.
The screenshot above shows the views I've managed to get with just a
handful of posts at Quora in just a few months.
Quora is basically a question and answer site. They enjoy incredible
rankings at major search engines including Google.
To take advantage of the 300 million monthly hits they get, all you have
to do is sign up for free and answer some questions in the niche you
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want to work in.
Quora even allows you to put html links that go directly to the best
residual affiliate product or service you promote.
For instance, I answered a question about making money on clickbank it
has had over 3,000 views in just a few months. In my answer I included
a few links that earn me passive income. It took about twenty minutes to
answer the question at Quora and now I enjoy lots of free traffic and the
commissions it generates.
The secret to getting lots of views at Quora is to write long, informative
answers and include some images. That will help you get more upvotes
and help your answer get more views. More views equals more clicks on
your links!
To get started for free with Quora, go to Quora.com and sign up using
your Google for Facebook account.
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Medium

This one is similar to Quora. You write and post content in a niche that
you know about, and earn passive income when you include your
affiliate links.
Medium has an added benefit that Quora does not have though – they
will pay you for the claps your article receives.
Clapping is basically a way that readers show support for content.
A lot of people earn very good money with Medium simply by writing
and posting content. And since you do it once and earn over and over
from claps and affiliate links, the income is truly passive.
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All you need to do to get started with Medium is sign up here using your
Google or Facebook account.
After you join as a writer, you can make your articles eligible to earn
money on the medium platform. Just check the box next to “make your
story eligible to earn money” and click publish.
Just remember when using Medium, only write about stuff you truly
know about, or research thoroughly. That's because readers may ask you
questions in the comments section and you should always answer them
to the best of your ability.
As readers read more and more of your content, you'll start getting
shares and claps and your content can easily go viral.
You also can rank in search engines easily since Medium has great
authority. That means even more traffic and passive income from your
affiliate links!
Using Medium is fun and easy. I suggest you post an article every day
for a month. Then check your stats and see which content is getting the
most traffic and focus on that area for the next month.
Over time you can build a nice income directly from Medium and via
your affiliate links that pay recurring income.
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Your Own Blog

My favorite way to promote recurring income affiliate links is through
my own blog.
Building a blog is easy for anyone, thanks to a free solution called
WordPress. WordPress is 100% free and it is the easiest platform for
anyone to learn.
What’s more, WordPress is as “plug and play” as you get and with
literally thousands of themes and plugins available, you can update the
look and even your monetizing strategy literally overnight.
It's perfect for affiliate marketing.
Plus, Google loves WordPress because of the way it organizes content.
And you’ll love it for how simple it makes everything from adding
19
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content to making changes.
It should be noted that when I mention WordPress, I’m not talking about
WordPress.com where you get a username and host a blog there. I’m
talking about the hosted version of a WordPress site.
The main difference is that you’ll take a few extra extra steps like
getting a domain name (get domain ideas here), a web host and then
installing WordPress at your site.
For more info on how to install a WordPress site visit my tutorial here.
If you prefer to have an affiliate marketing blog installed for you, I offer
that service here. Just come choose a niche and sign up!
One you have your blog up and running, here's how to start growing
traffic...
Google loves long, original content - especially blog posts consisting of
1500 words or more. So that's what you'll need to write and post over
and over. (You can also have others write it for you.)
Start by listing at all the recurring income products you want to promote.
Then label them from 1-10 starting with the products and services that
will earn you the most.
Once you have the list organized, choose number one and start writing a
review of the product or service. Your review should include all the pros
and cons, comparisons to similar products, as well as a tutorial or
walkthrough of how to use it.
Be sure to include all the benefits your readers will gain if they get the
product, as well as some of the minor things you may not have liked. Go
over price-point and other important factors and why you think it is a
solid solution for your blog readers.
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Then post the article to your blog along with your affiliate link and any
bonuses you can offer readers for buying through your link.
When you are done, you can easily take that written post and turn it into
a video to post at your YouTube channel, as well as the blog, for people
who prefer to watch instead of read.
You can also edit the content slightly and post it at Medium and Quora
to get extra mileage out of it.
As you review more and more products, your blog will grow and your
passive income can grow right along with it.
Blogging about products and services is a proven formula I've used to
make my living online for two decades now. It can work for you too if
you stick with it!
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Action Plan...
OK, now you have four proven ways to grow your passive income
reviewing affiliate products and services.
To get started right now, do a google search for “your niche” +
“recurring affiliate program”. See what products and services you find.
Look at the compensation plans. Look for 25% monthly commissions or
higher.
If you are in the Internet marketing / web business niche, you may want
to start with a few of these recurring commission products and
services....
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aweber
Getresponse
Clickfunnels
Leadpages
Shopify
SocialPilot
Linkredible
PayHip
Wholesale2b
Teachable
TubeBuddy
ActiveCampaign

Then take today and sign up at YouTube, Quora and Medium. And
consider setting up a WordPress blog too!
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Rent Something Out
This passive income strategy may seem a but unconventional, but many
people earn serious money doing it.
Thanks to the Internet, it is now quite simple to turn something you
already have into a regular income, simply by renting it to someone else.
The top two things people own are a house and a car. And both of them
can now easily be turned into passive income.
In this section I'll show you how to turn your car or extra room into
regular income like many others are now doing. It's a lot easier than you
think, and you may be surprised at how much you can make!
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Airbnb

Do you, like most people these days have a guest room in your house? If
so, I bet it is decorated nicely, has a bed and is kept relatively clean.
The fact is, most people have an extra room in their house, especially
empty-nesters who've seen their kids move out.
Why not rent that room out and collect some easy profits?
After all, how many nights a year is there someone sleeping in that
room? 10? 5? 0?
What a waste! You're probably even paying to heat and cool that empty
room too!
If you have an extra room, you may be sitting on a potential passive
income generator! All you need is an easy way to monetize it.
That's where Airbnb comes in.
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You simply take some pictures of your guest room, put up a listing on
Airbnb, and you could be welcoming your first paying guests next week.
You don't need to live at a vacation destination. I'll bet there are multiple
places listed right now on Airbnb in your town.
Renting a room on Airbnb is WAY better than renting to a full-time
renter or roommate for one simple reason... if you want your house for
yourself, with Airbnb, all you need to do is block out those dates on your
calendar.
Oh, and your house will always be clean! Your AirBNB guests even pay
a cleaning fee on top of rent.
But is it safe renting out a room to strangers?
This is a definite concern for many, but lets face it – most people in the
world are pretty normal people, just like you an I. And there are plenty
of precautions you can take with AirBNB.
For instance, you can require all interested guests to verify their identity
with Airbnb using a picture ID. You can then do a quick background
check on each guest if you want. You can also check to make sure they
have good reviews from other hosts.
You can even do a quick Google search and learn plenty about them via
a LinkedIn profile, work profile or other social media.
Finally, you can chat with them if you want to. If you get a bad feeling
about any potential guest, you can simply choose not to accept the
request.
You can even limit instant booking to only to guests that have received
positive reviews from other Airbnb hosts.
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Hey, if you have the extra room, you may just find that it is a fun and
easy way to generate $1,000 a month or more. In passive income!
To get some more info on how it works, visit this web page.
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Turo

Do you have an extra car you don't drive? Or maybe you rarely use your
own car. Instead of letting it sit collecting dust, it could be generating
passive income for you!
Turo is a service like Airbnb, but for cars. It can help you make some
great passive income.
The Turo app connects people who need a vehicle to people who have a
vehicle for rent. Owners who list their car on Turo make an average of
nearly $1,000 month!
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It’s quite simple to list your car on Turo, and you can have it in their
network in just a few minutes. Depending on where you live, it’s
possible to book many customers very quickly.
Turo gets an average of 25% of the rental cost, however their percentage
also covers insurance for your vehicle. And they bring you all the
customers, so it's a pretty good deal.
You do need a 2005 or newer model car that has less than 130,000 miles
in order to qualify. While it is best that you own your car, you can still
qualify if your vehicle is leased or financed, as long as it does not violate
your lease or purchase agreement.
Turo charges renters by the day, with discounts for weekly or monthly
rentals and they will recommend a rate for your car when you sign up at
their website or using their smartphone app.
You don't have to go with their recommended rate if you don't want to.
You can set your own rate. In fact, it's a good idea to undercut others in
your area if you want to get more customers. Just look up what other
people are charging in your area for a vehicle similar to yours then list
yours for slightly less.
For example, if you own a small sedan and others are charging $50 a
day, consider setting your price at $45 and you're likely to get more
customers.
Turo offers a few different insurance options to choose from and you'll
get anywhere from 65% to 85% percent of the rental fees depending on
which plan you choose.
As far as the logistics of renting it out, you decide what days it is
available. You can also charge a delivery fee if you're willing to meet the
customer with the car. Or, you can simply park the car at a Turo Valet lot
for customers to pick up on their own.
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You can also set limits on how many miles customers can drive. For
example, you might set your daily driving limit at 300 miles. If they go
over, they pay $0.75 per additional mile and you receive 100 percent of
that.
Renting out your car is so simple nowadays, thanks to new technology
like Turo. Why not rent out you car on the days you don't need it and
open up a new passive income stream!
Click here to visit Turo and see if you can list your car.
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Action Plan...
OK, now you have two proven ways to turn your existing home or auto
into a new passive income stream.
If either of these opportunities interest you, visit the website or app and
sign up to add a listing!
If you took advantage of both of these passive income streams, you
could generate as much as $2,000 a month or more, without adding to
your current work schedule!
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Sell Your Creative Work
Are you the creative, artsy type?
If so, this passive income strategy will be right up your alley!
Did you know that you can upload and sell designs on many platforms
without maintaining or keeping stock?
These online platforms allow you to sell a wide range of products with
your unique designs, including mugs, tee shirts, and more.
If you have great ideas for cartoons, logos, and drawings, but the
prospect of getting them printed into merchandise and then sold online
holds you back, then this section is for you.
You'll find three great platforms that make it super-simple to get your
31
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designs on to merchandise and out to customers at a nice profit!
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CafePress

CafePress is a website that specializes in selling T-shirts, mugs, hoodies,
tote bags, and more. You can put your art on merchandise at their
website and make money in the form of royalties.
The more you sell, the more you earn, and there are no set-up or up-front
costs. What's more, you do not have to concern yourself with inventory
or anything like that.
You simply create the logos, set up your store in a few minutes, then
pick from the over 250 products you want your logos to go on.
CafePress then takes care of the billing, shipping, and customer support.
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Everything you put there for sale can be a new passive income generator
for you, selling over and over for years to come.
If this sounds like something you'd like to try, check out their site and
get all the details!
Then you can sign up here at CafePress, start uploading your designs
and selling them on their awesome merchandise.
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Zazzle

Zazzle is similar to CafePress, in that you can sell your designs on their
merchandise, but Zazzle takes it a step further... they actually offer you
the design tool!
That's where “Zazzle Create” come in. You can use it right on their
website to try different things and design anything your heart desires. It
works on your computer, your smartphone and your tablet.
When you are done designing your art, you can then take your digital
artwork that you create, download it and use it anywhere you want – for
any purpose.
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And yes, you can sell it right on Zazzle. Here's how to get started
making money with Zazzle...
1. Create an account on Zazzle.com
2. Open a free Designer Store on Zazzle
3. Choose a product that you want to add a design to, then upload
your images or create one using using their design tool
4. Post your design for sale at Zazzle
5. Start making money!
Each time your design sells, you earn money. Again, there's no need to
manage inventory and they handle all the customer service. Just create
your designs and they do the rest!
The more stuff you design, the more you can make. And your stuff can
sell for years and years, all from one design session.
To try Zazzle's design tool visit Zazzle Create and take it for a spin!
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Merch By Amazon

Merch by Amazon is a newer platform that allows you to sell your
designs on Amazon products. It's their print-on-demand (POD) apparel
division that lets you sell tee shirts, sweatshirts, hoodies and similar
products with your own artwork.
With the sheer size of Amazon alone, you can certainly understand the
advantages. Merch by Amazon lets you reach millions of customers
worldwide with no upfront cost or investment.
You simply upload your artwork, choose a product type and color, and
add a product description. Merch by Amazon then creates a product page
on Amazon and when customers buy your product, they handle
37
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production, shipping, and customer service — all with no upfront costs
to you.
You can expect to earn royalties of 10 to 40 percent per sale, depending
on the list price of your items.
One caveat though, as I write this today, Merch by Amazon has had a lot
of interest from creators. So in order to provide a positive experience for
branded products customers, they have an invitation-only system. That
means you may or may not be accepted.
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Action Plan:
OK, now you have some great ways to earn passive money with three
different print on demand platforms, CafePress, Zazzle and Merch by
Amazon.
These sites allow you to sell a wide range of products with your unique
designs, including mugs, tee shirts, and more.
If you have great ideas for cartoons, logos, and drawings, but the
prospect of getting them printed into merchandise and then sold online is
holding you back, then why not sign up at one of these platforms.
All three make it super-simple to get your designs on to merchandise and
out to customers at a nice profit!
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Sell Etsy Printables

Printables are really hot nowadays and will be well through 2020 and
beyond. In fact, there are now over 2 million printables available in the
Etsy marketplace alone.
So, what are printables? They’re basically low-content digital products
that you create, upload and make available for others to purchase and
download.
Many people are making some very nice passive income selling
printable art, planners, calendars, coloring pages and many more items.
Etsy is one of the best places to sell printables, as they have a huge
40
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network of buyers and sellers. There are lots of printables on Etsy that
have sold hundreds and even thousands of times!
Most printables range in price from $2 to $30. Imagine creating your
own printable and having it purchased for $5 by more than 1000 people?
That can and does happen in the Etsy marketplace and their fees are
quite low.
Creating printables is not difficult, and you can create them using
Microsoft Word, Google Docs, or Apple Pages. Many people even use
web based apps such as Canva, or PicMonkey to create printables, which
make it easy too give them some personality and flair.
Just know that when using Canva or PicMonkey to create printables to
sell, you need to start your designs from scratch, and NOT a template.
(That would be against their terms.)
If you're not an artsy type and you need more help with design, there are
private label rights printables you can purchase and start your projects
with. That will save you time on the design and help you get something
to market faster. Just remember that no matter what you create, it needs
to be original and have your own style.
In the rest of this section I'll cover three of the most popular types of
printables to design and sell for profit. You can try one, two or all three
if you want. Creating and selling printables really is fun and easy...
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Digital Artwork

Art is a big seller on Etsy. If you have a love for art you can create files
that can be printed out by customers and make money selling your
printable art.
The obvious advantage of digital art is that it does not cost anything to
produce or distribute it. Once you create it, you can sell it over and over
and earn a nice profit on every sale. There is no shipping or handling
cost, since the customer prints the product.
It would be helpful if you have some basic design software such as
Photoshop to create digital art, as well as some limited experience
creating and editing digital artwork.
If you do not have software or experience, you can still earn money
selling digital prints, and Etsy has the customers waiting to buy your
printables.
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You can use a web based tool called Canva to create your digital prints.
Here's how...
Tutorial: Creating Digital Prints To Sell on Etsy, Using Canva
If you prefer to start with something that is less “creative” than artwork,
the next type of printable may be a better fit for you...
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Printable Calendars

Custom calendars are one of the most popular type of printable online,
and they sell like crazy. You'll find buyers in all kinds of crazy niches.
You can create printable planners in Photoshop if you have experience
with that program. If not, you can use PicMonkey. Just remember to start
from scratch, as you're not allowed to resell products created using their
templates.
Here's a tutorial on using PicMonkey to design your calendars:
PicMonkey Calendar Design
If you find creating calendars too challenging, the third option in this
section may be the best for you, as it is the easiest printable to create...
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Printable Planners

Planners are one of the top selling printables online and also one of the
easiest to create.
Here are a few of the different types of planners you can create that sell
well...
• Project planners: These are planners that help people with things
such as do-it-yourself home repair, business projects, weddings,
college and other projects that can be laid out step by step.
• Meal Planners: Millions of people like to plan their meals daily
and weekly. It helps them stay on budget, plan their shopping and
eat healthy meals. That's why this printable category is always a
top seller.
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• Financial Planners: Another top selling category, financial planners
help people manage their income, their investments and their
household budgets.
• Diet and fitness planners: These are great for health conscious
people who like to stay fit and trim. They include diet plans,
workout schedules and the like.
You can easily create printable planners in Google Docs. You can also
use use PicMonkey or Canva, just remember to start from scratch, as
you're not allowed to resell products created using their templates.
If this interests you, here's a tutorial on how to create printable planners
using Canva:
How to Make Printable Planners with Canva
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Action Plan...
If generating passive income from printables interests you, visit etsy.com
and check out the wide variety of printables for sale there. That will give
you some ideas on what is selling and what you might like creating.
Then sketch out your first idea on paper, design the printable from
scratch using MS Word, Openoffice writer or an online tool such as
Canva or PicMonkey.
If you're not design savvy, you can even start with some plr content then
customize it as your own. Just search google for printables + plr and
you'll find plenty.
When you're ready to start selling it, open an etsy store at etsy.com/sell
and get started!
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Launch A JV Funnel

A JV Funnel is a method I use at least once per year to generate
immediate income as well as passive income.
You need a few more resources at your disposal than most methods
we've covered until now, but it is worth the extra effort.
A JV Funnel requires a website, an autoresponder and at least two
products, such as info products.
In a nutshell, you'll be selling a front-end info product, and giving away
most of the profits to JV (joint venture) partners. Then you'll be profiting
from an upsell product, also called an OTO or One Time Offer. All the
while you'll be growing an email list of buyers that will generate further
passive income for you for years to come.
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It may take you a week or two to set all this up, but again, it is worth it.
If you do it correctly you can generate thousands of dollars with it over
and over.
Again, the most important aspect is that when done correctly, you can
grow an email list of buyers that you can profit from for years to come.
(With additional product sales as well as affiliate product
recommendations.)
There are many different platforms you can use to launch a JV funnel,
and I'll cover my three favorite in this section.
But before I do, let me first lay out the process and a few resources you
can use to get everything in place for your JV funnel.
Step 1: Create an info product. It can be a simple 10-30 page PDF that
helps people in a niche you like working in. The best niches are related
to health and wealth. You'll sell this basic guide for $10 and give 75% to
JV (joint venture partners.) I'll show you where to get them in step 6.
Step 2: Create an upsell product for the same niche that contains more
info, details, resources, written or video. You will sell this for $27 and
give 50% commissions to jv partners.
Step 3: Create two sales letters that tell people why they should buy each
of your products. Use a proven tool such as ScriptEngage so you know
your products will sell. Then put the sales letters on your website as two
separate web pages. If you do not have a website yet, get a domain name
and web hosting. Then add the sales pages to your site.
Step 4: Upload your two digital products to your website and create a
page for each with a link to the files for download. These pages will be
where customers get your products after purchase.
Step 5: Set up an autoresponder account such as aweber or getresponse
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so you can automatically capture email addresses of buyers. Each sellers
platform listed below will let you do that with a couple point and click
tasks. This is crucial, as you want to grow your buyers list, and get the
full future benefits from your efforts as well as those of your JV
partners.
Step 6: Add your products to one of the sellers platforms below, then
create your funnel using their integrated funnel builder. Finally, plan a
launch date and list your launch on Muncheye.com where most JV
partners find products to launch.
That's it in a nutshell. Here are the platforms you can choose from for
your launch...
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Clickbank

Clickbank is one of the original platforms for doing successful Product
Funnel JV's and has been around since 1998.
There are products in many different categories, with a heavy focus on
products in the health and wealth niches.
I've put many product funnels on clickbank over the years and they are a
proven platform. There are pros and cons to using clickbank to set up
your Product Funnel JV's, and here are a few to consider...
Pros:
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• They have the biggest network of affiliates, probably since they
have been around the longest.
• Affiliates can promote your products without you ever having to
approve them, which streamlines the process.
• They pay you every week via direct deposit if you wish.
• They handle refunds automatically.
• They take payment to their paypal account so you have less risk.
Cons:
• Their fees are a bit on the high side, taking 7.5% of each sales.
• You may have to get your offers approved before you can sell.
• There is a bit of lag time between sales and payment, due to their
required refund period expiration and funds release schedule.
• When adding products for sale on clickbank they require you to
add a “clickbank trusted source” seal to your sales pages. It's no
big deal but can be a bit challenging for non-techy people to do.
• Doing subsequent launches is tricky since you are allowed one
main hoplink. Most vendors get around this limitation by opening
another clickbank account, which they do allow but is a bit of a
hassle.
All in all, clickbank is a solid choice for Product Funnel JV's and I
would not hesitate to use them again and again. Click here for more info
on how to get started as a vendor on Clickbank.
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WarriorPlus

Warriorplus is also a great choice for Product Funnel JV's.
They are focused primarily on Internet Marketing related products and
there is a large network of affiliates available to promote your offers.
Here are the pros and cons to using WarriorPlus to set up your Product
Funnel JV's...
Pros:
• WarriorPlus has a very large network of affiliates who will
promote your product
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• Although you have to approve affiliates before they can promote
your products, you can automate that based on the affiliates' selling
stats, which streamlines the process.
• They offer WarriorPlus Wallet which holds money from sales and
makes getting your money safer and easier.
• Their fees are the lowest of the three platforms covered in this
section, at 4.9% + 10c per transaction.
• Adding products and creating funnels is very easy using their
intuitive point and click interface.
• The offer Dime Sales which creates urgency using countdown
buttons that can and do increase sales conversion.
Cons:
• They are pretty much exclusively for Internet Marketing related
products and some of the Make Money Online products are a bit
on the Get Rich Quick side.
All in all, WarriorPlus is a solid choice for Product Funnel JV's and I
would not hesitate to use them.
For more info on how to get started there click here.
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JVZOO

JVZoo is another great platform for doing successful Product Funnel
JV's.
I've put many product funnels on JVZoo over the years and they are
stable and proven platform.
As with the other platforms mentioned in this section, there are pros and
cons to using JVZoo to set up your Product Funnel JV's, and here are a
few to consider...
Pros:
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• Adding products and creating funnels is very easy using their
intuitive point and click interface.
• They have one of the biggest network of affiliates available to
promote your products.
• Their fees are reasonable, taking 5% from each sale.
• The offer Dime Sales which creates urgency using countdown
buttons that can and do increase sales conversion.
• Although you have to approve affiliates before they can promote
your products, you can automate that based on their selling stats,
which streamlines the process.
• After multiple vendors experienced problems with their paypal
accounts, they implemented their JVZooPay platform, which holds
money from sales and makes getting your money safer and easier.
Cons:
• Many JVZoo affiliates “jumped ship” in 2019 due to the problems
they had with paypal freezing accounts, but there are still plenty
there to recruit. If you offer JVZooPay, many affilites will be more
comfortable promoting your offer.
• There is a bit of lag time between sales and payment when using
JVZooPay, due to their required refund period expiration and funds
release schedule. But it is worth the wait for the extra security.
All in all, JVZoo is a solid choice for Product Funnel JV's and I would
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not hesitate to use them.
To get more info on selling on JVZoo, click here.
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Action Plan...
OK, now you have three platforms to choose from to do a JV Funnel
Launch.
I recommend you start with JVZOO or Warriorplus as they are the
easiest to use in my opinion. Start with one of those then try the other
one with your next launch.
You can even launch the same product on all three platforms if you
want, just space the launches out a few months apart. That will help you
attract more affiliates who use only one or two of the platforms.
If you launch a JV Funnel, keep in mind that your first launch may be
slow and only generate a handful of sales, maybe 25-50. Then as you
grow your buyers list automatically through your JV partners, you'll see
an increase in sales in each subsequent launch.
You also will be able to generate more JV partners as they see results
from your previous launches. It's truly a strategy that builds on itself and
can have a snowball effect.
Many marketers online use this plan exclusively and make a full time
living in their spare time doing it. There's no reason why you can't do it
too!
Again, the six steps you need to take are:
Step 1: Create an info product. It can be a simple 10 page PDF that
helps people in a niche you like working in. The best niches are related
to health and wealth. You'll sell this basic guide for $10 and give 75% 100% to JV (joint venture) partners.
Step 2: Create an upsell product for the same niche that contains more
info, details, resources, written or video. You will sell this for $27 and
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give 50% commissions to jv partners.
Step 3: Create two sales letters that tell people why they should get
each of your products. Use a proven tool such as ScriptEngage so you
know your products will sell. Then put the sales letters on your website
as two separate web pages. If you do not have a website yet, get a
domain name and web hosting. Then add the sales letters to your site.
Step 4: Upload your two products to your website and create a page
for each with a link to the files for download. These pages will be where
customers get your products after purchase.
Step 5: Integrate an autoresponder account so you can automatically
capture email addresses of buyers. Each JV platform mentioned above
will let you do that with a couple point and click tasks. This is crucial as
you want to grow your buyers list, and get the full future benefits from
your efforts as well as those of your JV partners.
Step 6: Add your product to one of the platforms above, set up your
funnel using their integrated funnel builder, and list your launch date on
Muncheye.com where most JV partners find products to launch.
Oh, and if this is a strategy you want to try but need help with it, you
may want to just hire the guy in the video pictured below.
I've known him for many years and he keeps taking unknowns and
making them, well-knowns in the Internet marketing space, by using this
JV Funnel Launch strategy.
(People like Shelley Penney, Steven Alvey, Omar Martin, Rob Corrigan,
as well as some of my own subscribers and customers.)
In fact, he has taken many people from BROKE to six figures using his
perfected strategy and resources.
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Just Watch This Video to get all the details...

Yes, it will take time. It will take effort. But if you are willing to do the
work, this is a proven way forward.
Go to that page above and watch the videos from people who've worked
with John, then decide for yourself how serious you are.
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A Closing Challenge...
Now I'd like to end this ebook with a challenge.
I've tried practically every way there is to make money online. And I
haven't needed a job since 1996.
I've done info-product sales, affiliate marketing, adsense, amazon, ebay,
you name it. That's no accident. It's because generating a steady income
from home is like building a puzzle.
You never rely on one single strategy. You just keep putting pieces
together and watch the picture come into focus.
So no matter what you are doing now, why not add a few new pieces to
your puzzle.
The methods you just discovered in this ebook are the best methods that
just about anyone can use, for generating passive.
There is no better form of income than passive income! It comes in
whether you're working or not. It takes a little effort to set up your
passive income streams, but each effort you undertake can pay off
literally for years.
So here is my challenge to you...
Every day for the next 15 days, connect to ONE of these methods.
At the end of the two weeks you'll be using your computer and your
smartphone in ways you never imagined.
If you turn even a small percentage of your spare time into passive
income on a regular basis, you may be surprised at how much you can
be earning a few weeks or months from now.
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Time's wasting. You could be earning already. Why not take a leap of
faith and join countless others who use these proven passive income
methods...
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DISCLAIMER / LEGAL NOTICES:
The report is for informational purposes only. While every attempt has been
made to verify the information provided in this report, neither the author nor his
affiliates/partners assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions.
The author is not affiliated with or endorsed by companies mentioned in this report.
The information presented herein represents the view of the author as of the date
of publication. Because of the rate with which conditions change, the author
reserves the right to alter and update his opinion based on changing conditions.
Any slights of people or organizations are unintentional. If advice concerning
legal or related matters is needed, the services of a fully qualified professional
should be sought. This report is not intended for use as a source of legal or
accounting advice. You should be aware of any laws which govern any mentioned
strategies or other business transactions in your country and state. Any reference
to any person or business whether living or dead is purely coincidental.
Disclaimer: Every effort has been made to accurately represent our products and
their potential. The testimonials and examples used are from real people and
represent exceptional results. They may not apply to the average person and are
not intended to represent or guarantee that anyone will achieve the same or
similar results. Each individual's success depends on his or her background,
dedication, desire and motivation. As with any business endeavor, there is an
inherent risk of loss of capital and there is no guarantee that you will earn any
money using any of the ideas and products sold at any of our sites or sites
affiliated with this ebook.
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